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Abstract
The Insect Allies program of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has already sparked scientific debate

concerning technology assessment‐related issues, among which the most prevalent is that of dual use. Apart from the issues
concerning peaceful applications, the technology also provides the blueprint for a potential bioweapon. However, the
combination of a virus‐induced genetic modification of crop plants in the field using genetically modified insect vectors
poses a greater risk than the hitherto existing use of genetically modified organisms. The technology's great depth of
intervention allows a number of sources for hazard and a tendency towards high exposure, but it is also encumbered with
notable deficits in knowledge. These issues call for a thorough technology assessment. This article aims to provide an initial
characterization from a technology assessment perspective, focusing on potential sources of risk for this novel invasive
environmental biotechnology at an early stage of research and development. Integr Environ Assess Manag 2022;18:
1488–1499. © 2022 The Authors. Integrated Environmental Assessment and Management published by Wiley Periodicals LLC
on behalf of Society of Environmental Toxicology & Chemistry (SETAC).
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INTRODUCTION
In late 2016, the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA), an agency of the US Department of De-
fense responsible for the support of interventive tech-
nologies for national security, published a funding call for
applications to a new project named Insect Allies. Recently,
DARPA had identified crop health and yield as a matter of
national security. With this funding opportunity, DARPA was
looking for applicants to develop a system that could “en-
able expression of crop traits within a single growing season
at scale by delivering a modified virus to target plants by a
mobile insect vector” (DARPA, 2016). According to Reeves
et al. (2018), the Insect Allies Project, also known as Hori-
zontal Environmental Genetic Alteration Agents (HEGAA),
aims to develop genetically modified (GM) insects as vectors
for GM plant viruses to infect crop plants. The GM virus is
planned to contain sequences that confer traits to the crops

necessary to withstand “naturally occurring threats to the
crop system, including pathogens, drought, flooding, and
frost, but especially by threats introduced by state or non‐
state actors” (from the DARPA homepage; DARPA, 2016).
The expression of the conferred trait is planned to be
transient and non‐inheritable. The GM insects are planned
to be sterile and carry a dead switch to ensure confineability.
From the Broad Agency Announcement (Biological Tech-
nologies Office, 2016), it becomes apparent that it is envi-
sioned to use multiple viruses to confer at least three
transgenic sequences to achieve a gain of function in the
targeted crop.

Although neither the idea of using plant viruses as genetic
tools (for a review, see Mushegian & Shepherd, 1995;
Venkataraman & Hefferon, 2021), nor the use of insects to
infect plants with viruses (Abrahamian et al., 2020; Ziegler
et al., 2000), nor even the genetic modification of mature
plants (e.g., vacuum‐assisted agroinfiltration; Bechtold &
Bouchez, 1995; Gleba et al., 2005) were new, the proposal to
use these techniques, which are limited to the laboratory, to
genetically manipulate plants in the wild was a novelty and
sparked debate in the scientific community (Kupferschmidt,
2018; Partan & Goldstone, 2018; Reeves et al., 2018). Until
now, if GMOs are to be released as part of an application,
they are either planted in a field, kept in a tank (US Food &
Drug Administration, 2020) or, if not strictly confined to a
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specific area, at least limited in their potential to become
persistent in a wild population (e.g., female specific release of
insects carrying a dominant lethal allele [fsRIDL] with its only
temporary persistence of transgenes in the target population;
cf Alphey, 2014). With gene drives, certain types of trans-
missible vaccines, and now with HEGAA, there are plans to
push these boundaries (Giese, 2021). For risk governance
and regulation, this means that, for the first time, we are
considering ongoing genetic manipulation that takes place in
the field rather than in the laboratory (cf Simon et al., 2018).
There is no experience among the competent authorities
who have to decide on the approval of such techniques.
Gene drives still rely on inheritance; however, with HEGAA,
we are going a step further by aiming for horizontal, and thus
potentially much faster, spread in wild populations. The de-
bate in the scientific community is not about the idea of
growing genetically engineered crops, a practice that has
been established since the 1980s, but rather that this appli-
cation has particular potential for dual use, could easily result
in unintended spread, and furthermore, could circumvent
established regulatory mechanisms put in place to test the
safety of genetically engineered crops for consumption,
ecosystems, and the economy (Reeves et al., 2018). In this
article, we will outline the current practices in the develop-
ment of GM crops and characterize the technological power
and failure potential of applications proposed in the Broad
Agency Announcement “Insect Allies” from the perspective
of technological assessment, focusing on safety aspects.
Without sufficient means to control and even limit an appli-
cation in case of malfunction, it would be irresponsible to
consider its use. This paper examines the extent to which
HEGAAs meet this requirement and what critical aspects
currently remain.

US GM AGRICULTURE
Currently, approximately 44% of the total landmass of

the continental United States is used for crop production
(The World Bank, 2021), where soybeans (34%), maize
(34%), and wheat (15%) make up the largest percentage
(FAOSTAT, 2020). As of 2018, the USA was the world's
largest producer of maize and soy, with ∼392 million and
124 million tons/year, respectively, accounting for 35% of
the world's supply of each. The US was also the fourth
largest producer of wheat, supplying 7% of the world's
wheat demands (∼51 million tons/year; FAOSTAT, 2020).
Although most products are used domestically, a relevant
share is exported internationally (wheat: 26 million tons
[53% of production]; soybeans: 64 million tons [57% of
production]; maize: 51 million tons [14% of production];
FAOSTAT, 2020). In the light of the importance of these
crops to the US economy and the global market, DARPA
and the US government's interest in exploring potential
safeguards for the supply chain is self‐evident.
In 2016, a crop loss of $2 billion was recorded for the US.

Owing to the large scale of monocultures in the US, adverse
weather conditions can gravely affect yields (Olen &
Auld, 2019). The events mainly responsible for these losses

were excess moisture (40%) and drought (15%); natural
disasters and biotic factors accounted for only 2% of the
damages each. Therefore, the main areas of application of
the Insect Allies program account for 57% or $1.14 billion of
all annual US crop losses. Unlike losses caused by abiotic
factors, biotic factors seem to play only a minor role in crop
loss (Olen & Auld, 2019). A possible explanation could be
that, in the US, 92% of maize and 94% of soy are GM crops
with insect‐ or herbicide‐resistance genes (Economic Re-
search Service, United States Department of Agri-
culture, 2020). These numbers also reveal how widely GM
foods are accepted and used in the US agricultural industry.
Although historically, GM crops contained one additional
gene conferring a specific trait, crops with multiple genetic
alterations became a major product of the US agricultural
system with the advent of gene stacking technologies. The
reason stacked crops have become more prominent can be
found in US legislation. The development of a completely
new genetic crop is subject to a long and costly process of
research and development (Low et al., 2018) and must
conform to a vast number of governmental regulations
(Library of Congress, 2020). Once a GM crop has been de-
veloped and licensed for commercialization, it can be
crossed with another GM crop through traditional breeding
methods, creating a stacked crop, expressing both novel
properties. This process can be repeated to produce crops
containing several new genes. US legislation allows the
commercialization of these stacked crops, expressing a
combination of licensed GM properties, without a renewed
licensing process (National Academies of Sciences En-
gineering and Medicine, 2016, p. 471). In addition, the
cultivation of stacked crops is further incentivized because
farmers must dedicate only 5% of the cultivation area to
refugee crops as opposed to 20% for single‐trait GM corn
crops (ISAAA, 2020; Storer et al., 2012). These refugee
crops are meant to reduce the selective pressure on the pest
organisms to develop resistances against the toxins ex-
pressed by the GM crops.

CREATION OF GM PLANTS IN THE LABORATORY
The predominant techniques to produce transgenic plants

are the bombardment of plant cells with DNA‐coated micro-
projectiles and the use of microbial vectors such as Agro-
bacterium tumefaciens. The transformation efficiency of these
methods is limited, and the introduced DNA is only integrated
into the genome in a fraction of the transformed cells. The
resulting transgenic plant cells can be grown to produce off-
spring expressing the desired genes (Low et al., 2018).
However, these approaches to identifying, testing, and
transforming potentially enhancing genes (Prado et al., 2014)
often take hundreds of attempts and are costly.
The use of particle bombardment and microbial vectors

can also be applied to transient expression systems, which
can be created and tested more quickly than their trans-
genic counterparts. Transient expression systems are used
in the research and production of biopharmaceuticals
(Komarova et al., 2010). The introduced genetic information
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is not stably integrated into the genome and thus, with high
probability, not inherited to the next generation.
A third method for the creation of a transgenic plant is the

use of native plant viruses (Komarova et al., 2010; Pogue &
Holzberg, 2012). Viruses can be used for virus‐induced gene
silencing (VIGS), virus‐mediated gene overexpression (VOX;
Bouton et al., 2018; Ramegowda et al., 2014), and for virus‐
enabled gene editing (VEdGE; Mei et al., 2019). Viruses are
easily modified and highly efficient at transforming the cells
of specific tissues. However, the virus genome size also
limits the capacity for foreign genetic material. Another
problem with virus vectors is the difficulty in achieving an
efficient infection rate without a transmitting host. In nature,
plants are infected via vector organisms such as fungi,
nematodes, aphids, leafhoppers, plant hoppers, mites, and
whiteflies (Ng & Perry, 2004). Because rearing these vectors
in laboratories to infect plants is costly and takes consid-
erable effort, scientists have taken advantage of other
transformation systems to introduce viral genomes into
plants. For the leaf agroinfiltration method, A. tumefaciens
is applied topically to mature leaves either directly, by the
wound‐and‐agrospray method, or by utilizing vacuum in-
filtration to transfer plasmid or virus‐based expression cas-
settes. In plasmid‐based systems, transfection is limited to
the infiltration site, whereas in virus‐based expression sys-
tems, A. tumefaciens is transformed with specific viral DNA
or cDNA, which is able to spread throughout the plant into
all infected tissues (Komarova et al., 2010). In an improved
system known as magnifection, the desired plant as a whole
is immersed in a culture of transformed A. tumefaciens and
placed in a vacuum chamber to achieve maximum infiltra-
tion efficiencies to increase heterologous protein pro-
duction (Bechtold & Bouchez, 1995; Gleba et al., 2005). The
expression of desired proteins can be maximized by com-
bining vacuum‐assisted agroinfiltration with the use of viral
genomes. For large‐scale productions, the transformation of
heterologous protein expressing crops is done before the
plants are planted.

MOVING TRANSFORMATION TO THE FIELD—THE
INSECT ALLIES APPROACH
So far, none of the traditional transgenic or transient

expression systems really allow for a quick and large‐scale
intervention as required for the Insect Allies project. The
conceptualizer of the funding program instead proposed a
project based on plant viruses and their natural vectors
(DARPA, 2016). The HEGAA system shall consist of a
modified vector insect, such as leafhoppers or aphids,
carrying a modified plant virus and infecting the target crop
with that virus to become itself modified. Although the
intentions of the project are socially beneficial, there are
several high‐risk aspects to this technology, which so far
have not been fully addressed. The major concerns
brought up by the scientific community are its dual use
potential, the introduction of transgenic modifications, the
introduction of untested or unapproved modifications, and
the unintended spread to other plant species or regions

(Kupferschmidt, 2018; Partan & Goldstone, 2018; Reeves
et al., 2018).

Although the dual use potential of an HEGAA system
(Reeves et al., 2018) is a valid concern, this holds true for
several technologies. However, some display more potential
than others, but the use of insect vectors as in HEGAA
presents an invitation to clandestine applications. Reeves
et al. (2018) base their criticism on the guideline of the 1976
UN convention on Environmental Modification techniques
(ENMOD) and the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention
(BWC), focusing on the prohibition of developing means of
delivery for agents or toxins that are meant to be used for
hostile purposes or in armed conflict. The use of insect
vectors is criticized, because an aerosol or large‐scale ag-
roinfiltration application for transformation would be more
efficient for peaceful purposes. Therefore, it could be ar-
gued that the insect‐based dispersal system is merely an
unnecessary and less reliable over‐complication, more
suited to a clandestine application to harm than as a quick
and confined preventive intervention (Reeves et al., 2018).

TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERIZATION OF HEGAA
Risk, as the probability of an adverse effect caused by

exposure to a stressor, can be described by characterizing
the hazard and exposure potential of the stressor and the
potentially affected system (IPCS, 2004, p. 13f). As an ap-
proach in prospective technology assessment, technology
characterization (TC) aims at the predictive analysis of these
risk‐determining factors and sources of malfunction (von
Gleich, 2013). In this way, it can serve as a basis for course
correction and a risk‐minimized design (Frieß et al., 2019).
Technology characterization represents a prospective
method that provides a basis for decision making that meets
the requirements of the precautionary principle by identi-
fying possible reasons for concern or relief (Commission of
the European Communities, 2000; United Nations, 2000;
United Nations Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment, 1992). The precautionary principle legitimizes pre-
cautionary action without clearly proven risk, if there are
reasonable grounds for concern and it is unwarrantable to
wait for sufficient evidence in the face of potentially adverse
effects (cf. Fischer et al., 2006). By investigating available
scientific information in an early assessment, TC aims to
identify possible hazards and exposure potential (Frieß
et al., 2020; von Gleich, 2013). Moreover, it aims to pre‐
estimate the nature and extent of uncertainty domains in
advance. The underlying hypothesis of TC is that non‐
knowledge is generated in large part by the characteristics
of the technology and can therefore be reduced by appro-
priately adapting the technology design to avoid com-
plexity. The depth of technological intervention into matter
and living beings as a primary criterion of TC provides in-
formation about the power and range of a technology (see
Box 1). The “depth” increases from interventions at the level
of the phenotype to interventions at the level of underlying
control structures (ultimately the genotype). Power and
range determine hazard and exposure, respectively. As the
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depth of intervention increases, so does the lack of knowl-
edge of unintended effects and interactions. The second
aspect of TC is the assessment of the technology's quanti-
tative aspects mass and frequency in respect to the intensity
of the technological intervention. The reliability of the
technology is assessed as the third aspect in an inverse
approach by characterizing its vulnerabilities, such as non‐
and off‐target effects. Finally, the corrigibility of the ex-
pected effects, possibilities to limit or mitigate harm and
reverse damage done, are investigated.

Depth of intervention

As a technology for self‐spreading perpetual transient
genome editing in the wild, HEGAAs can be considered to
have a great depth of intervention because they not only
affect the phenotype, but can potentially introduce

modifications into the target species' germline (Ellison
et al., 2020). For a transgenic gain of function, three or more
genes have to be introduced utilizing a virus‐carrying insect
vector, as per the project announcement (Biological Tech-
nologies Office, 2016). The broad variety of conferrable
traits as well as the chosen viruses and insect vectors allow
for high power and range in terms of hazard and exposure
potential. Depending on the extent of the introduced effect,
be it beneficial or detrimental, a considerable hazard po-
tential can be achieved (Lange et al., 2013). The exposure
potential depends strongly on the vector species and host
range of the virus. For instance, an aphid would probably
spend its lifetime on a single plant specimen (Irwin
et al., 2007), whereas a leafhopper would have a wider mi-
gration radius (Power, 1992) and presumably infect a greater
number of individual plants in a defined area. The virus‐
mediated horizontal gene transfer is a variable of techno-
logical range, considerably increasing the technology's po-
tential for exposure. Concomitantly, exposure is scaled
depending on the infectiousness of the virus, the fitness,
competitiveness, longevity, and migratory behaviour of the
vector species, its ability to spawn infected offspring,
the transferability of the virus onto native insects and the
specificity of the virus to the target crop.

Intensity of intervention

Mass and frequency as quantitative aspects of the tech-
nology application also depend on the properties of vector
species, but additionally, the requirements of a release have
to conform to the urgency of deployment, the number and
size of the fields. And indeed, the aspired application case
calls for a quick spread of the desired traits among the
target plant species. The Broad Agency Announcement
demands that “insects should cover and feed on 50% of the
target plants within a defined space less than 48 h with a
level of feeding on non‐target plants that does not sustain
viral transmission” (Biological Technologies Office, 2016,
p. 7). Considering the application of HEGAA against
weather conditions such as drought, the application area
might be considered as hundreds of square kilometres. The
number of vector insects depends on how many plants one
insect may infect in its potentially shortened lifetime but
could easily range in the billions (see Box 2). This constitutes
a large mass of applied GMOs, which to an extent may pose
problems in both production and environmental impact.
These problems could be mitigated by spreading the high
load‐out over time by administering a lower mass at greater
frequency of application. Both approaches represent a high
intensity of intervention for HEGAA technology.
At the current stage of development, the details of

HEGAA approaches that are ready for first trials remain
unclear; therefore, we are restricted to a preliminary char-
acterization of the hazard and exposure potential. Never-
theless, we will discuss several possible HEGAA strategies in
the context of their reliability to gain insight into the level of
uncertainty, non‐knowledge, and controllability associated
with this technology at the current stage of development.
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BOX 1

Glossary
HEGAA—Horizontal Environmental Genetic Alteration

Agents such as described in the Insect Allies program uti-
lize engineered vector organisms to infect the target crop
with an engineered virus that alters its gene expression.
Depth of intervention—Refers to the depth of the

technical intervention in relation to the level of the
structures controlling the phenomena (phenotype). It is
the source of technological power (hazard) and techno-
logical range (exposure).
Intensity of intervention—Refers to the technology's

quantitative characteristics of mass and frequency.
Application—The utilization of a technology with spe-

cific characteristics and under specific conditions to
achieve a purpose. The term does not refer to the ap-
plication for marketing of an applicant to a competent
authority, nor does it refer to the technology as a whole.
Non‐knowledge—Knowledge gaps can be divided

into different types of missing knowledge. For example,
there are known unknowns, where the kind of knowledge
gap is known, and unknown unknowns, where even the
nature of the ignorance is unknown.
Non‐ and off‐target effects—Biotechnology applica-

tions are targeted to affect specific target organisms. If
other (groups of) organisms are affected, these are non‐
target effects. If the unintended effects occur in the
target organism, these are considered off‐target effects.
CRISPR/Cas—Clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeats (CRISPR) associated protein, a
method of molecular biology for genome editing derived
from a bacterial antiviral immunity mechanism (Jinek
et al., 2012).
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Reliability

The reliability of a given technology can be assessed by
examining its vulnerabilities and potential pathways to
failure. For the envisioned HEGAA applications, three tiers
corresponding to the three involved entities (virus, vector,
host) and their specific combinations represent the sources
of failure and determine the ability of the approach to deal
with imponderables. With regard to the origin of relevant
cause‐and‐effect chains that might be associated with each
of these tiers, we subdivide them into three levels. These are
on the genetic level, on the level of the entity in relation to
the other entities, and finally the relationship of each entity
with the whole ecosystem. The resulting differentiation
yields a 3 × 3 matrix, which lists the main sources of non‐
knowledge (Figure 1). However, this scheme does not con-
sider emerging properties arising from the combination of

all three entities or all three entities and the environment.
Figure 1 shows a matrix that systematically examines the
vulnerabilities and sources of non‐knowledge inherent in
HEGAA technology.

Virus. The main molecular vulnerability arising from the virus
is its limited genomic capacity. To produce a virus that,
despite its limited capacity of genetic material, can transfer
resistance traits onto a host plant compatible with the host's
genetics is a powerful feature but poses a grand research
challenge. Virus‐induced gene silencing systems have pre-
viously been constructed in laboratories (Ali et al., 2015).
The virus in that study introduced an sgRNA into a plant
constitutively expressing Cas9. Using this approach, a re-
cent publication by Ellison et al. (2020), funded by the Insect
Allies project, used a viral vector to introduce an sgRNA
targeting the native phytoene desaturase (PSD) into a Cas9
overexpressing Nicotiana benthamiana, causing photo-
bleaching in growing plants (Naing et al., 2019). Although
use of PSD silencing as a reporter phenotype is a fairly
common practice in plant genetics, the possibility to induce
this lethal phenotype by the introduction of a single sgRNA
is new (Schäfer et al., 2013). These experiments clearly
demonstrate how easily a combination of VIGS and HEGAA
could be misused to devastate a crop. The idea of culti-
vating fields of Cas9‐expressing crops awaiting the dis-
persion of sgRNA carrying HEGAA would pose an easy
target for malignant outside forces and thus only exposes
the food supply to unnecessary risks. However, in this ar-
ticle, we don't want to address security issues caused by the
dual use of HEGAA but instead focus on safety issues of
peaceful application. Beneficial traits, such as drought re-
sistance on the other hand, rely on the expression of mul-
tiple transgenes, which certainly exceed the viral capacity
(Shinozaki & Yamaguchi‐Shinozaki, 2007). A potential
pathway to circumvent the limited loading capacity could be
to split the transgenic sequences onto multiple viruses as
proposed in the Broad Agency Announcement (Biological
Technologies Office, 2016). The high mutation rate in vi-
ruses can not only affect the GM transmissibility but may
potentially cause a host of other problems for the proposed
system (Acosta‐Leal et al., 2011). As the genes inserted into
the virus genome are not vital to the virus, mutations in
these genes would not be corrected through natural se-
lective pressure. A mutation in the heterologous‐expressed
gene may simply render the desired protein non‐functional,
but at worst could alter its function and properties (for an
overview of frequency and character of mutations in an
ssRNA plant virus, see Tromas & Elena, 2010). On the other
hand, when the virus is carrying Cas9 and gRNA, a mutation
may render the gene editing aspect of the technology non‐
functional or cause off‐target DNA cleavage (see Acosta‐
Leal et al., 2011 on plant virus evolution; Naeem et al., 2020
on CRISPR/Cas off‐target effects). Therefore, a single mu-
tation in the virus genome has the potential to decrease the
fitness of the target crop plant instead of improving it. One
way to reduce the likelihood of that would be multiplexing
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BOX 2

Sample calculation on the required number of infected
GM insects
The state of Iowa has the largest corn cultivation area in

the US with 13.9 million acres (USDA, 2019) or 56 251
304 271m2. We assume that a single insect could reliably
infect five square meters of corn plants in a field per day
(probably an overestimation as it would likely take mul-
tiple insects to reliably infect a single plant, and also as-
sumes a very mobile insect that switches plants often).
Also, we assume that the whole area would have to be
infected within 7 days (a longer sustained drought would
result in too extreme crop loss). This means each insect
can effectively over 7 days infect 35m2

=
×

=
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×
=

×

= ×
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Thus, 1.6 billion insects would be required in a best‐
case scenario for Iowa alone. Also, the Broad Agency
Announcement demands: Insects should cover and feed
on 50% of the target plants within a defined space less
than 48 h with a level of feeding on non‐target plants that
does not sustain viral transmission. For quick inter-
ventions, it would likely be necessary to sustain a library
of insects and viruses for different crops with different
transgenic traits. For the rapid mass‐rearing, a collabo-
ration of multiple facilities may be required. To put this
calculation into perspective, for field trials of the sterile
insect technique on Drosophila suzukii, a weekly release
size of two million flies is estimated (Liou, 2021).
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(Ma et al., 2015; Xing et al., 2014), where multiple gRNA
sequences would ensure the faithful insertion. This would
likely increase efficiency and longevity of the HEGAA ap-
proach in the environment owing to reduced resistance
formation.

Integr Environ Assess Manag 2022:1488–1499 © 2022 The AuthorsDOI: 10.1002/ieam.4577

FIGURE 1 Matrix of non‐knowledge sources concerning the genomic, organismal, and ecosystem levels (horizontal) of the virus, vector, and host crop (vertical).
*In the case of such a modification for increased confineability. **Considering the wide use of Bt crops in the US. ***In the case that non‐circulative viruses are
used. ****If the application relies on the action of the CRISPR/Cas system

Outside the natural rate of mutation, it has been demon-
strated that, when a host is superinfected with multiple vi-
ruses, these viruses can exchange genetic information to
create a new variant, combining properties of both or mul-
tiple viruses (Tollenaere et al., 2016). As a result of hybrid-
ization between different viral strains, the hazard and
exposure potential of these pathogens may change, for ex-
ample, in terms of host range, vector preference, cellular
tropism, or transmission rate (Elena et al., 2014; Tollenaere
et al., 2016). Such hybridization may become relevant to the
HEGAA approach, for example, if the intended ssRNA or
ssDNA viruses are intentionally designed to be restricted to a
single target plant species. According to the mixing vessel
theory, this may provide viruses with an altered host range
that allows infection of new hosts. An historical example of
the potential dangers of the mixing vessel theory are the
influenza A viruses (Ma et al., 2008). Assuming that the host
range of the originally restricted GM virus is expanded by
such a hybridization event, the virus has the potential to
infect non‐target plant species. If these species contain
genomic sequences with sufficient similarity to the corre-
sponding sequences in the target species, the genomic al-
teration originally intended only for the target plant species
may also be realized in the non‐target species. If the trait is
inherited, this advantage may lead to an increase in the

respective plant population, which in turn could disturb the
ecosystem. The opposite effect is true for the spread of a
trait, which results in a loss of fitness. In any case, this hy-
bridization potential, combined with the fact that ssRNA and
ssDNA viruses have a broad host range (McLeish et al., 2019;
Moury et al., 2017), highlights an important weakness of the
HEGAA system in terms of its controllability.
Transient expression depends strongly on the chosen

virus vector but, because most plant viruses are +ssRNA
viruses that normally do not integrate into the host genome,
this vulnerability is less problematic (Hull, 2002). Furthermore,
tissue tropism may be mostly neglected because most plant
viruses can be considered more or less pantropic (Harper
et al., 2014). A more complicated issue arises on the envi-
ronmental scale, where the spread of the GM virus needs to
be confined to the specific vector and host species.
On an environmental scale, the host and vector specific-

ities of the virus are the main vulnerabilities. Research on the
molecular mechanisms behind the virus' ability to both in-
fect its host plants and to be transmitted by their insect
vectors revealed the mechanisms behind non‐circulative
transmissions in aphids and has allowed for the develop-
ment of non‐aphid‐transmissible viruses (Atreya et al., 1995;
López‐Moya et al., 1999). Harrison and Robinson (1988)
found that a highly conserved N‐terminal 3‐amino acid motif
(DAG motif) on the coat protein of various plant viruses was
responsible for the transmissibility in aphids. Through a
mutation of this DAG motif, the virus could no longer be
transmitted by aphids, because it was no longer recognized
by receptors in the host's stylet (Atreya et al., 1995). In
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theory, this mutation could be used to reduce the risk of
transmission through wild insects, but there are two prob-
lems with this idea. First, the aforementioned high mutation
rate and selective pressure results in a high chance of a
random mutation reversing the mutation of the DAG motif,
creating a transmissible virus that can spread freely to wild
type and other vector species. Second, the DAG motif oc-
curs in viruses with a short transmissibility time frame, which
brings its own limitations to the technology, as argued fur-
ther below. However, the specificity to the target host re-
mains unaddressed in both the project announcement and
published research. The host range breadth (HRB) was de-
termined to depend on four different viral properties: ge-
nome nature, number of genome segments, mode of
vertical transmission, and vector type (Moury et al., 2017),
where single stranded viruses exhibited a higher HRB than
double stranded ones.

Vector insect. Concerning the insect vectors, the project
suggests that they be sterile and short‐lived to improve
confineability. This is reminiscent of the Release of Insects
carrying a Dominant Lethal allele (RIDL), which introduces a
conditional viability, dependent on tetracycline. This dead
switch, however, is encumbered with its own vulnerabilities
(Benedict & Robinson, 2003; Evans et al., 2019; Frieß
et al., 2020; Massonnet‐Bruneel et al., 2013; Phuc
et al., 2007).
One variant of the RIDL technology is the Friendly Aedes,

where genetically engineered male Aedes mosquitoes are
to be released in the Florida Keys to reduce the dengue
burden. In these mosquitoes, the molecular dead switch kills
female offspring in the larval stage. This technique as well
constitutes an environmental intervention. However, gene
transfer is strictly vertical and thus limited to the target
species and, owing to the lethality of the GM trait, the in-
tervention is self‐limiting. For a more thorough techno-
logical characterization of the RIDL technology, see Frieß
et al. (2020).
A related issue arising with sterility especially in aphids is

parthenogenesis, which, for the prevalent cyclic parthe-
nogenesis (Davis, 2012), may be considered an additional
safeguard against unintended gene flow. But its multi-
factorial regulation, dependent on dark period duration
and cell cycle regulation, makes parthenogenesis a prop-
erty that is difficult to control. To limit transmissibility, a
surface protein modification of the aphid is envisioned to
allow the specific binding of the GM virus only via the so‐
called helper component (for a review, see Valli
et al., 2018). But although reliable genetic engineering can
be challenging in model organisms, it may be further ex-
acerbated when it is to take place in non‐model arthropods
with under‐researched genetic makeup. Interestingly, this
is addressed by a new publication funded by the Insect
Allies project: Chen et al. (2019) recently sequenced the
genome of maize leaf aphid. This genome could be a key
to adapting the host transmission mechanism specifically
to a GM virus.

Some of the better understood virus transmission systems
are those of aphids (Ng & Perry, 2004) and other members
of the old homoptera taxon (Fereres & Moreno, 2009).
Aphids pick up plant viruses when feeding on infected
plants and can transmit these viruses to new hosts through
feeding events. Viruses that are transmitted by retention in
the stylet or foregut are transmissible for seconds or days
depending on the virus, whereas viruses that circulate
through the insect's body can cause it to remain infectious
indefinitely. For an HEGAA system, the virus should be
transmissible long enough to allow for production, trans-
port, and dispersal of infected aphids but short enough to
minimize undesired spread throughout the ecosystem. For
instance, 50% of winged aphid's migrants terminate their
flight past 90m, whereas 0.1% can migrate up to tens of
kilometres, 10% average around 1–1.5 km (Parry, 2013;
Pleydell et al., 2018). The viruses that best fit these criteria
are non‐circular, semipersistent, and circular non‐
propagative viruses, which currently include 12 known viral
genera, only some of which have been developed into ge-
netic expression systems (Ng & Perry, 2004). By selecting a
virus from one of these two transmission types, one would
limit the time in which the released aphids can infect plants,
but the issues of reinfection and unintended dispersal into
wild aphids remain great sources of non‐knowledge. Non‐
persistent viruses can be transmitted by just a brief tasting,
and aphids carrying these viruses normally do not settle on
or colonize plants, thus promoting a faster spread of the
virus. Although these characteristics are advantageous when
spreading the virus to target plants, they also increase the
potential of transmitting the virus to non‐target crops via
potential non‐target vectors (Department of Employment
Economic Development and Innovation, 2009). Reinfection
may be problematic for non‐persistent stylet‐borne and
semipersistent foregut‐borne viruses, also spreading the
virus to non‐target vectors and eventually non‐target hosts
(Carr et al., 2020; Deshoux et al., 2020; Hogenhout
et al., 2008). A circulative propagative virus on the other
hand has the advantage of ease of handling and reliability
when infecting vector organisms in the laboratory. Fur-
thermore, feeding times of up to several hours may be
necessary for non‐target vectors to acquire such persistent
viruses from infected hosts, which increases confineability
(Department of Employment Economic Development and
Innovation, 2009). Still, this approach would call for addi-
tional safeguards to ensure only the GM vectors can spread
the GM virus. This demonstrates that the insect vector
should not only be chosen to be specific to the target host
plant, but it should present a balance of mobility. A single
specimen should be able to infect multiple plants quickly
but also be confined to the target area.

Most non‐knowledge is derived from the potential of
uncontrolled spread, persistence, and gene flow of the
GM vectors. It is unclear how well released GM vectors will
fare in competition with wild conspecifics and other biotic
factors such as competitors and predators. In this respect,
it may be prudent to consider the widespread use of Bt
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crops and thus equip the vector with corresponding
resistances. This would give the vectors a competitive
advantage but also make gene flow containment much
more paramount.
Finally, the vector species must be chosen so that it

wounds the host plant to reliably infect the host but not do
so much damage as to severely lower the host's viability and
yield. Luckily, corn aphids, for instance, do not seem to
cause detrimental damage to maize (Department of Agri-
culture and Fisheries, 2018).

Host crop plant. Regarding the host plant, there are some
obvious choices. The chosen crop should represent a major
crop that is widely cultivated such as the above‐mentioned
soybeans, maize, and wheat. Then the transferred trait
should be tailored to the native physiology of that host to
facilitate tissue‐ and stimulus‐specific expression of the
conferred genes. This will likely pose a challenge to genetic
engineering. Imperfect compatibility may result in reduced
fitness and thus reduced efficiency of the application and so
potentially even more drastically reduced crop yields. Fur-
thermore, as has been repeatedly stated in interviews and
press statements by Insect Allies, the traits transmitted by
the virus are said to be non‐inheritable (Aschenbach, 2018;
Kupferschmidt, 2018; Olena, 2018). However, the study
published by Ellison et al. (2020) demonstrates how herit-
ability can be achieved. A tobacco rattle virus was used to
introduce a modified sgRNA with increased cell‐to‐cell
mobility to induce VIGS. Although the unmodified sgRNA‐
silenced plants only display a heritability of the silencing
effect in 1/438 seedlings, silencing with the modified sgRNA
was inherited to up to 100% of progeny. These findings
highlight the risk of HEGAA‐induced transgenic mutations in
plants that could even develop into a gene drive (Westra
et al., 2016, p. 17f) in both the targeted agricultural and non‐
target plants. Such changes may result in uncontrolled
spread of edited sequences and transgenes by horizontal or
vertical gene flow, even into other species (Courtier‐
Orgogozo et al., 2017). Genetically, there are more sources
of vulnerability than just the unintended inheritability. Mu-
tations in the cleavage site could reduce the effectiveness of
the HEGAA system, whereas unforeseen mutations in the
rest of the crop genome could increase off‐target effects.
Furthermore, recombination errors after Cas9 cleavage
could cause complex genomic rearrangements or unin-
tended integration of the viral genome. All of which could
reduce the fitness of the target plant or, at the very
least, reduce the manifestation of the desired phenotype
(Chiba et al., 2017; Feschotte & Gilbert, 2012; Kosicki
et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019).

Corrigibility

Despite the potentially far‐reaching and hardly predict-
able effects that a failure of the technology may trigger,
there is no true means to correct a failed application. There
is however the possibility of mitigation in the form of
pesticides to reduce the number of vector organisms.

But to this end, it must first be possible to detect unin-
tended consequences, which depends mainly on mon-
itoring efforts. Those may entail the constant visual
supervision of the crop's health; genetic profiling of the
harvest, wild type, and other insects in the target and
neighbouring areas to check for properties of the GM virus;
probing of harvest seeds to ensure the virus was not
transmitted into germ line cells; and monitoring of the
vector population's mortality. However, the limited miti-
gation options underscore the importance of reliable
confinement measures.

Options for improved confinement and containment

So far, this article has only addressed the fundamental
strategy outlined by DARPA for the HEGAA technology. To
expand on this view, we will now introduce and examine
other possible avenues of application, namely the dispersal
via duster planes or spraying, a split approach, and a design
with multiple viruses, illustrated in Figure 2.
The fundamental strategy detailed above will likely lead

to a spotty infection of crops because of the difficulty of
directing the vectors to specific plants and because of the
yet unrestricted host range of neither vectors nor virus to
spread beyond the target host.
The spraying or duster plane approach would disperse a

virus in a solution and would allow for a comparably accu-
rate delivery to a target area. In this approach, infection
would occur through existing wounds on the plants and by
the native fauna feeding on the crop plant. Therefore, es-
pecially on Bt crops, the infection density would be reduced
compared with the fundamental approach. Non‐circulative
viruses would likely be best suited to this approach, possibly
adding an additional layer of confineability.
In the split approach, the virus would either carry an

sgRNA, whereas the crop host would be pre‐modified to
constitutively express Cas9, or vice versa. This would be a
versatile system because desired phenotypes could be
controlled through the sgRNA transmitted by the virus. This
system could either be used to both silence and activate a
gene, by either targeting the gene directly or by targeting
the gene's transcription repressors, respectively. It would
also present a high confineability because non‐target hosts
lack an essential component of the system. The versatility
and ease of use of such a system is also its major drawback
because malignant actors could exploit the system by in-
troducing sgRNAs with detrimental consequences for the
crop plants. Another safer split approach, at the cost of
versatility, could consist of an activator gene in the virus and
a repressed cargo gene in the host.
This vulnerability could be avoided by expressing both

the Cas9 gene and sgRNA from the virus genome as
demonstrated by Ma et al. (2020), utilizing the circulative
propagative, negative strand RNA sonchus yellow net
rhabdovirus (SYNV). Of course, this would then constitute
neither a split approach nor a transient modification.
As per the demands of the project's Broad Agency

Announcement, where the research teams must
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demonstrate successful delivery of at least three genes by
one or more insect‐mediated viruses (Biological Tech-
nologies Office, 2016), there may be a multi‐virus approach.
Figure 2E depicts an example with three viruses, each
propagating a different trait. The result may likely be a

panoply of phenotypes where crops are infected with all
possible combinations of none, some, or all the viruses.
Similarly, these combinations may occur outside the target
area and target host for the same reasons mentioned for the
fundamental approach.

Integr Environ Assess Manag 2022:1488–1499 © 2022 The Authorswileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ieam
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FIGURE 2 Different HEGAA approaches. (A) The fundamental approach may result in spread to non‐target hosts. (B) Dispersal by duster planes or spraying is
likely less effective but more confined. (C) The split approach is well confinable but results in permanent modifications. (D) Introducing a gene that is under the
control of a promoter whose activator is expressed by a GM plant. (E) The multi‐virus approach may result in multiple phenotypes with similar confinement
issues as the fundamental approach
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Finally, at least with respect to climate change adaption, it
is worth noting that studies have also demonstrated that
growing drought‐resistant maize under non‐stress con-
ditions has no yield penalty when compared with wild type
maize grown under the same conditions (Adee et al., 2016).
It would therefore be simpler to grow drought‐resistant
maize every season as a preventive measure against
drought damage than to introduce these genes into fully
grown plants via the HEGAA approach.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we outlined the current developmental

state of the technology and examined it in the framework
of a prospective technology characterization. HEGAA
represents a technology with potentially great depth of
intervention, because it can enable remote modification of
the germ line of target plant species in the field. It tends to
require a high intensity of intervention with either many
insects released or many releases repeated to meet the
requirements announced by DARPA. The hazard and ex-
posure potential of an HEGAA approach can vary greatly
depending on the viruses, vector insects, target plant
species, and genetic modifications selected and their ef-
fects. However, at the current stage of development, the
most critical aspect is the compromised reliability of the
HEGAA approach, owing mainly to its complex design
with three different species. The identified sources of non‐
knowledge and vulnerabilities from interfering processes
can not only limit the effectiveness of an application.
Rather, they are a cause for concern because of the nu-
merous effects that can increase the potential for hazard
and exposure. Combined with the current inadequacy of
corrective measures, it is clear that there is an urgent need
for early analysis of whether HEGAA approaches can be
inherently contained and controlled by their specific
technology design. To this end, we have briefly discussed
four alternative approaches. Although some are advanta-
geous, it remains an open question whether HEGAA or
modified HEGAA approaches can become a manageable
technology for rapid and large‐scale interventions for
peaceful applications with acceptable risk potential.
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